Elastoplastic Model and Three-Dimensional Method for Unsaturated Soils
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This paper proposed a new elastoplastic constitutive model to predict the deformation and strength behaviour of unsaturated soils. Applying the modified Cambridge model as a generalization, the degree of saturation is introduced into the elastoplastic model of unsaturated soil. Under the condition of ensuring that the model parameters are unchanged, the model is transformed into three dimensions based on the SMP criterion transformation stress method. Enhanced modified van Genuchten model under true triaxial conditions is also proposed in this paper to describe hydromechanical behaviours of unsaturated soils. The proposed constitutive model can capture the observed mechanical and hydraulic behaviours. Then, the model is validated via equal p and equal b value true triaxial tests, and the results show that a reasonable agreement can be obtained.

1. Introduction

The study of the stress-strain constitutive relation of unsaturated soils has lasted for more than 50 years. The first variable used for unsaturated soil constitutive model is the Bishop effective stress [1]; the formulation of Bishop’s effective stress ($\sigma'$) can be written as follows:

$$
\sigma'_ij = \sigma_{ij} - u_a + \chi (u_a - u_w) \delta_{ij},
$$

(1)

where $\sigma_{ij}$ is the total stress, $u_a$ and $u_w$ are the pore air and pore water pressure, $\chi$ is the effective stress parameter, and $\delta_{ij}$ is the Kronecker delta. Coleman [2] suggested the incremental stress-strain relations to relate changes in $s$ ($=u_a-u_w$) and $(\sigma_{ij}-u_a \delta_{ij})$ to the strain response of the soil. Blight [3] studied the constitutive equation of volumetric deformation based on the formulation of Bishop’s effective stress. The formulation can be expressed as follows:

$$
-\Delta \left( \frac{dV}{V} \right) = c \Delta \left[ (\sigma - u_a) + \chi (u_a - u_w) \right],
$$

(2)

where $V$ is the specific volume, $(\sigma-u_a)$ is the net stress, $(u_a-u_w)$ is the suction, and $\chi$ is the effective stress parameter.

Jennings and Burland [4] pointed out that single Bishop’s effective stress cannot be used to explain and predict the mechanical behaviour of unsaturated soils (the loading collapse behaviour particularly). Fredlund et al. [5] suggested that the behaviour of an unsaturated soil can be written in terms of two independent stress state variables, i.e., net stress and suction. Based on two independent stress state variables, Fredlund et al. [6] established the constitutive equation of the soil skeleton in the following form:

$$
\varepsilon = c_1 d (\sigma - u_a) + c_2 d (u_a - u_w),
$$

(3)

where $\varepsilon = \varepsilon_x + \varepsilon_y + \varepsilon_z$, $c_1$ and $c_2$ represent the compression indices of the soil associated with net stress and suction, respectively.

In the late 1980s, Alonso et al. [7, 8] first proposed an elastoplastic constitutive model (i.e., Barcelona basic model) of unsaturated soils based on the concept of critical state of saturated soils. The model takes net stress and suction as stress state variables, which cannot only describe the mechanical properties of nonexpansive unsaturated soils, but also predict the characteristics of collapse deformation and yield stress increasing with suction. Loading collapse yield
curve (LC) is the most important part of BBM model; it is originally the expression of isotropic yield stress and suction derived when plastic bulk strain of unsaturated soils reached the same under different suction conditions; however, it also reflected the yield stress of unsaturated soil increase with an increase in suction. Later, on the basis of adhering to the advantages of Alonso model, a large number of models [9–15] were proposed to explain the mechanical behaviour of unsaturated soils. Kohgo et al. [9] formulated effective stress equations using shear strength of soil on the wet side of the critical state line and proposed an elastoplastic model taking into account two suction effects, i.e., the critical suction and the effective suction. The model is formulated using the newly defined effective stress for unsaturated soils. Wheeler et al. [10] used a series of controlled suction triaxial tests on samples of compacted Speswhite kaolin in the development of an elastoplastic critical state framework for unsaturated soil; the framework is defined in terms of four state variables: mean net stress, deviator stress, suction, and specific volume. Cui et al. [11] performed an experimental programme in an osmotically controlled suction triaxial apparatus within the framework of an extended elastoplastic constitutive model for unsaturated soils (loading collapse (LC) model) and found a hyperbolic plastic potential, similar to that of sand. Then, volume change prediction appeared satisfactory, showing the validity of the hyperbolic plastic potential. Konstantinos et al. [12] implemented an exponential expression for partially saturated isotropic compression lines in an existing elastoplastic framework for saturated and partially saturated soils. As a result, the presented constitutive relationship was more flexible in its ability of modeling the collapse behaviour of partially saturated soils over a larger range of suction and stresses. Shamsabadi [13] investigated that partially water saturated condition in soils may change the cone penetration resistance comparing with that of dry or saturated conditions by using numerical finite element modeling and experimental centrifuge testing. Jarast et al. [14] modelled numerically on cone penetration test in unsaturated sand using Finite Element Method. Simple elastic perfectly plastic Mohr-Coulomb constitutive model is modified with an apparent cohesion to incorporate the effect of suction on cone resistance. The Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) remeshing algorithm is also implemented to avoid mesh distortion problem due to the large deformation in the soil around the cone tip. Ghayoomi et al. [15] described the modification of a suction-controlled cyclic triaxial apparatus to investigate the strain-dependent shear modulus of unsaturated soils.

However, the above models [9–12] only consider the suction and do not consider the influence of the degree of saturation on the stress-strain and strength of unsaturated soils. They can only predict the mechanical properties of unsaturated soils but cannot predict the degree of saturation of unsaturated soil. The degree of saturation is constantly changing in the process of suction change and soil deformation, and soil deformation also has a great impact on soil-water retention characteristics. At the same time, when the suction is the same, the deformation and strength characteristics of unsaturated soils will change with the different degrees of saturation [16–18]. Hence, the degree of saturation is also an important factor affecting the strength and deformation of unsaturated soils. In response to the above problems, a large number of scholars [16, 19–23] used the elastoplastic model and the soil-water characteristic curve to describe the mechanical properties and water retention behaviour of unsaturated soils, respectively. However, the mechanical properties and water retention behaviour of soil are considered separately, leading to uncorrelated relationship of these two properties. As a result, neither the influence of deformation on the soil-water characteristics of unsaturated soils, nor the influence of the degree of saturation on the mechanical properties of unsaturated soils can be studied. In fact, the water retention behaviour (such as the degree of saturation) and mechanical properties (such as deformation and strength) of unsaturated soils will change under the action of external stresses (including net stress and suction) [16–18]. Therefore, the above-mentioned unsaturated soil elastoplastic constitutive models [7–12] or soil-water characteristic curves [16, 19, 20, 23] cannot uniformly describe the mechanical properties and water retention behaviour of unsaturated soils.

In addition, it is necessary to realize three-dimensional elastic-plastic constitutive model to obtain the deformation and strength characteristics of unsaturated soils under three-dimensional stress state. At present, the commonly used model three-dimensional methods are as follows [24–30]: ① a three-dimensional method of the generalized Mises criterion is used for the yield and strength criteria; ② a three-dimensional method is using the generalized Mises criterion as the yield criterion and the Mohr-Coulomb criterion as the strength criterion; ③ a three-dimensional method directly introduces strength criterion into the model; ④ a method of shape function \(g(\pi)\) proposed by Zienkiewicz-Pande [28, 32, 33] is a function of the strength curve on the \(\pi\) plane varying with the Lode angle. However, the methods ① and ② cannot describe the change of soil strength with the Lode angle; the method ④ cannot reasonably reflect the influence of stress level (i.e., friction angle) on deformation strength, and the yield surface appears to be severe discontinuity under \(K_0\) conditions [28, 32, 33]. Later, Matsuoka et al. [31] and Yao et al. [25–27] proposed a three-dimensional method of transforming stress within taking into account the effects of stress Lord angle and friction angle. The method has the following characteristics [25–27, 31]: ① the model form is the same as the original model; ② the model parameters remain unchanged; ③ the model is the same as the original model under triaxial compression; ④ the model achieves continuity from shear yielding to shear failure on the yield surface of \(\pi\) plane, and the failure surface obeys the strength criterion employed.

Based on the above understanding, this paper applies the modified Cambridge model as a generalization, introduces the degree of saturation into the elastoplastic model of unsaturated soils, and realizes the three-dimensional modeling of the unsaturated soil elastoplastic constitutive model. At the same time, comparing the experimental data
with the predictions of the model, the capability of established model is verified that the model can well predict the stress-strain relationship and the variation of degree of saturation under different intermediate principal stress parameter $b$ values.

2. Elastoplastic Constitutive Model

2.1. Stress State Variables. The elastoplastic model of unsaturated soils needs to establish an appropriate mathematical model between the selected stress state variables and the strain state variables of unsaturated soils, so that the elastic strain variations and plastic strain variations can be calculated correspondingly according to the change of stress. At present, in the study of elastoplastic models of unsaturated soils, the Alonso model is a widely representative model. However, one shortcoming of Alonso model is that it just investigates the influence of stress suction on the deformation of soil. As a result, the influence of the change of degree of saturation on soil properties cannot be reflected in this model. Moreover, the same suction will have different degrees of saturation due to hydraulic hysteresis, which will affect the stiffness, deformation, and strength of the soils [34–38]. Therefore, combining hydraulic hysteresis and mechanical properties of unsaturated soils is not only a hot spot of current research, but also a difficult point of research [36–38]. This paper uses the average soil skeleton stress and suction as the stress state variable and uses the soil skeleton strain and the degree of saturation as the strain state variable to investigate the influence of suction and degree of saturation on the mechanical properties of unsaturated soils. Bolzon et al. [16] defined the effective average stress (average soil skeleton stress); the equation can be written as follows:

$$p' = p + S_i s,$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $p$ is the net average stress, $S_i$ is the degree of saturation, and $s$ is suction. Compared with the Bishop effective stress equation [1], the effective stress parameter $\chi$ is replaced by the degree of saturation $S_i$, and recently using the degree of saturation $S_i$ as the effective stress parameter it is getting more and more popular [16, 36, 38, 39]. According to the equation of the mechanical work input to an unsaturated soil proposed by Houlsby [40], it is concluded that the average soil skeleton stress and suction can be conjugated with the soil skeleton strain and degree of saturation. Therefore, it is appropriate to take the soil skeleton strain and the degree of saturation as the strain state variables and the average soil skeleton stress and suction as stress state variables.

2.2. Constitutive Model under Isotropic Stress Conditions. The most critical issue in establishing a constitutive relationship under isotropic stress conditions is to determine the shape of the load collapse yield line (i.e., the LC yield line). Referring to the method of establishing LC yield line similar to BBM, the average skeleton stress is adopted in this paper. The equation can be written as follows [8]:

$$\left( \frac{p'_0}{p^*_0} \right) = \left( \frac{p'_0}{p^*_0} \right)^{\lambda(0) - \kappa(\lambda(s) - \kappa)},$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $p'_0$ and $p^*_0$ are the yield stresses of unsaturated soils and saturated soils, respectively. $p'_0$ is isotropic stress that does not make wetting deformation when suction is reduced; $\lambda(0)$ and $\lambda(s)$ are the slopes of the normal compression curves of saturated soils and unsaturated soils on the $e$-$\ln p$ plane, respectively. $\kappa$ is the expansion index of unsaturated soils.

When the stress point is on the LC yield line, the plastic volumetric strain increment is expressed as follows:

$$\frac{\Delta \varepsilon_v}{\Delta t} \approx \frac{\lambda(0) - \kappa}{1 + e} \frac{\Delta p'_0}{\Delta s},$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

When the stress point is within the LC yield line, the elastic volumetric strain increment is expressed as follows:

$$\frac{\Delta \varepsilon_v}{\Delta t} = \kappa \frac{\Delta p'}{\Delta s}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

The expression of $\lambda(s)$ is given as follows [21, 22, 41, 42]:

$$\lambda(s) = \lambda(0) + \frac{\lambda_s}{p_a + s},$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where $\lambda_s$ is material parameter. Equation (5) can be converted into an incremental form as

$$\frac{\Delta p'_0}{\Delta s} = \frac{\partial p'_0}{\partial p^*_0} \frac{\partial p^*_0}{\partial s} + \frac{\partial p'_0}{\partial s},$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

where

$$\frac{\partial p'_0}{\partial p^*_0} = \frac{\lambda(0) - \kappa}{\lambda(s) - \kappa} \left( \frac{p^*_0}{p'_0} \right)^{\lambda(0) - \lambda(s)/\lambda(s) - \kappa},$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

$$\frac{\partial p'_0}{\partial s} = \frac{\lambda_s p_a \lambda(0) - \kappa}{(p_a + s)^2 \lambda(s) - \kappa} \ln \frac{p'_0}{p^*_0}. $$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

2.3. Modified Van Genuchten Model under True Triaxial Conditions. The soil-water characteristic curve (SWCC) of unsaturated soils is a curve describing the relationship between suction and degree of saturation (or water content). Many mathematical models are constructed and it is very complex to apply these models to the coupled model directly [43–47]. Moreover, there are many factors affecting the SWCC mathematical model, such as mineral composition, pore structure, stress history, stress state, and temperature [48–50]. The investigation of soil-water characteristic curve of unsaturated soils cannot study only the relationship between matric suction and water content, because the matric suction is related not only to the water content of soils but also to the initial dry density, initial structure, disturbance, humidification and loading history (normal dry and ultra-dry), stress state, etc. The change of the stress state not only changes the pore structure inside the soil but also causes the change of water and gas state in the pore, which eventually leads to the complex change of the matric suction.
[48–50]. In [51], the authors studied the soil-water characteristic curves of unsaturated intact loess under stress-free, true triaxial undrained isotropic compression, and shear conditions; however, the soil-water characteristic curve equations obtained under true triaxial conditions cannot be unified. The van Genuchten model is a continuous soil-water characteristic curve model. The model fits degree of saturation versus soil suction data over the entire range of soil suction values [44, 46]; due to this reason, the van Genuchten equation is used in the analysis of this paper; for specific test schemes and data, see [51]. The van Genuchten can be described as follows:

\[ S_t = \frac{wG_s}{e} = \left[ 1 + (as)^n \right]^{-m}, \]  

(12)

where \( S_t \) is the degree of saturation, \( wG_s \) is water-soil volume ratio, \( e \) is the void ratio, and \( a, m, \) and \( n \) are the model parameters. Tarantino [52] presents an experimental study on water retention behaviour of two reconstituted soils. These soils were used with the aim of encompassing a wide range of soil types and soil fabrics. On the basis of the experimental data, a modification to van Genuchten’s model is proposed to account for the effect of void ratio on ‘main drying’ and ‘main wetting’ behaviour. The model can properly describe water retention at medium and low degrees of saturation. The model applies to both compacted and reconstituted soils investigated in this programme and describes water retention behaviour regardless of whether the degree of saturation is changing in a mechanical or hydraulic fashion. When the SWCC is expressed by the full logarithm of \( wG_s \) and \( s \), the SWCC can be normalized to a straight line at pressure and no pressure; the equation can be described as follows [52]:

\[ wG_s = as^{-b_0}, \]  

(13)

where \( a \) and \( b_0 \) are parameters and \( a \) and \( b_0 \) are the intercept and slope of the fitted line, respectively. Combining (12) with (13), Tarantino [52] proposed a modified van Genuchten model, and the modified van Genuchten equation is obtained as

\[ S_t = \frac{wG_s}{e} = \left[ 1 + \left( \frac{e}{a} \right) s \right]^{-n} \left( b_0/n \right), \]  

(14)

where \( a, b_0, \) and \( n \) are the model parameters. Equations (12) and (14) all have three parameters, namely, \( a, m, \) and \( n \) and \( a, b_0, \) and \( n \). However, \( a \) and \( b_0 \) can be obtained from the intercept and slope of the In-s-\( wG_s \) curve; \( n \) only needs to be determined by fitting curve between degree of saturation and matric suction, so it is very convenient.

Figure 1 shows the full logarithmic relationship of \( wG_s \) under unstressed (denoted by \( W \)) and pressurized (consolidated and sheared) conditions of intact loess. As shown in Figure 1, the test points can be approximated to a straight line under unstressed and pressurized conditions, and the soil parameters can be obtained as \( a = 1.1943 \) and \( b_0 = 0.202 \).

Figure 2 shows the relationship between the degree of saturation \( S_t \) and matric suction \( s \). The fitting result under no stress conditions is \( n = -0.2 \) (see Figure 2(a)), and under isotropic net average spherical stress conditions \( n = -0.252 \) (see Figure 2(b)). For a given \( b \) value, Figure 2(c) shows the relationship between the degree of saturation and suction at different net confining pressures (\( \sigma_3 = 50, 100, 200, \) and 300 kPa); the modified Van Genuchten model can fit the test results well at a single \( b \) value, but the test points under different \( b \) values cannot be uniformly fitted by the modified Van Genuchten model. As the \( b \) value increases, the fitting curve shows a trend of moving to the upper right, indicating that the degree of saturation increases with an increase in \( b \) value when the suction is constant. When the degree of saturation is constant, the suction increases with an increase in \( b \) value. Hence, the modified Van Genuchten model fitting curve has a good reflection in the variation of soil-water characteristic curve under true triaxial shear conditions. When \( b = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, \) and 1, the fitting results are \( n = -0.302, -0.322, -0.328, -0.336, \) and \(-0.341 \), respectively. Moreover, it can be seen from Figure 2 that the predicted value of the modified Van Genuchten model agrees well with the measured values, and the practicability of the modified Van Genuchten model for the soil-water characteristic curve of intact loess in Xi’an is verified.

Figure 3 shows the curve between the soil parameter \( n \) and the intermediate principal stress parameter \( b \) value. As shown in Figure 3, \( n \) decreases linearly with an increase in \( b \) value, and the fitting function can be expressed as

\[ n = -0.0368b - 0.3074. \]  

(15)

Substituting (15) into (14), the modified van Genuchten model under true triaxial shear conditions can be obtained as follows:
\[ y = 117.89x^{-0.2} \quad R^2 = 0.9943 \]

\[ y = 160.2x^{-0.252} \quad R^2 = 0.995 \]

**Figure 2:** The relations between the degree of saturation and suction. (a) Under no pressure, \( n = -0.2 \). (b) Under isotropic spherical stress, \( n = -0.252 \). (c) At different net confining pressures and \( b \) values.

\[ y = -0.0368x - 0.3074 \]

**Figure 3:** The relations between soil parameter \( n \) and intermediate principal stress parameter \( b \) value.
The degree of saturation, $S_r$, can be expressed as:

$$S_r = \frac{wG_s}{e} = \left\{ 1 + \left[ \left( \frac{e}{a} \right)^{-0.202} s \right]^{-0.0368b - 0.3074} \right\} \left( \frac{b_0}{0.0368b + 0.3074} \right).$$

(16)

In summary, the modified van Genuchten model under true triaxial conditions is given by the following equations:

$$S_r = \frac{wG_s}{e} = \left\{ 1 + \left[ \left( \frac{e}{a} \right)^{-0.202} s \right]^{-0.252} \right\} 0.862 \left[ \left( \frac{e}{a} \right)^{-0.202} s \right]^{-0.0368b - 0.3074} \right\} 0.202 \left( \frac{b_0}{0.0368b + 0.3074} \right).$$

(17)

Therefore, the soil-water characteristic curve adopts the modified van Genuchten model under true triaxial conditions in this paper.

Figure 4 shows a simplified schematic of the unsaturated soil-water characteristic curve. When the suction $s$ is greater than the intake value $s_r$, it is assumed that the main drying curve and the main wetting curve are both straight lines on the $S_r$-$lns$ plane, and the expressions can be written as [21, 22]

$$S_r = S_r^D(e) - \lambda_w \ln s, \quad (18)$$

$$S_r = S_r^W(e) - \lambda_w \ln s, \quad (19)$$

where $S_r^D(e)$ and $S_r^W(e)$ are the degrees of saturation of the main drying curve and the main wetting curve at $s = 1$ kPa, respectively. $\lambda_w$ are both the slopes of the main drying curve and the main wetting curve.

Assuming that the scan curve is a straight line, the expression is [21, 22]

$$S_r = S_r^e(e) - \kappa_s \ln s,$$

(20)

where $S_r^e(e)$ is the degree of saturation of the scan curve at $s = 1$ kPa and $\kappa_s$ is the slope of the scan curve. In summary, the degree of saturation increments can be written as follows:

$$dS_r = \left\{ 1 + \left[ \left( \frac{e}{a} \right)^{-b_0} s \right]^{-\left( b_0 + n/n \right)} \right\} \left( e^{-b_0/n} s^{-n-1} \frac{b_0^2 e \, de - b_0 ds}{s} \right) \frac{\lambda_s - \lambda_w}{s} ds, \quad (21)$$

$$dS_r = \left\{ 1 + \left[ \left( \frac{e}{a} \right)^{-b_0} s \right]^{-\left( b_0 + n/n \right)} \right\} \left( e^{-b_0/n} s^{-n-1} \frac{b_0^2 e \, de - b_0 ds}{s} \right) \frac{\kappa_s}{s} ds. \quad (22)$$

where the soil parameters $a = 1.1943$ and $b_0 = 0.202$. Under isotropic consolidation conditions, $n = -0.252$. Under true triaxial shear conditions, $n = -0.0368b - 0.3074$.

Figure 5 shows the yield curves of deformation and degree of saturation under isotropic stress. In addition to the LC yield line, the model adds the SI yield surface (different from the SI yield surface in BBM) and the SD yield surface to describe the elastoplastic process of the hydraulic characteristics of unsaturated soils; the SI yield surface represents the yield surface of the degree of saturation when the suction increases, and the SD yield surface represents the yield surface of the degree of saturation when the suction is reduced. When the suction changes during the drying process ($s \geq s_t$) or the humidification process ($s \leq s_d$), the degree of saturation increment is calculated according to equation (21) and according to
equation (22) when the suction is on the SI and SD yield surfaces.

2.4. Constitutive Model under Triaxial Stress. The modified Cambridge model is simple, and the physical meaning of the parameters is clear [6–8]. It is widely used in the study of normal consolidation saturated clay and can reasonably predict the deformation and strength characteristics of normally consolidated saturated clay [9, 10, 12, 16, 19–22]. In this paper, based on the same form of yield function and plastic potential function of modified Cambridge model, the average soil skeleton stress is used to replace the effective stress of saturated soil.

The yield function of saturated soils is expressed as follows:

\[ f = g = q^2 + M^2 (p - p_0) = 0, \]

(23)

where \( M \) is the slope of the critical state line on the \( p-q \) plane and \( p_0 \) is an isotropic hardening parameter. The slope of critical state line \( M \) of unsaturated soils remains unchanged as the suction increase was proposed by Alonso et al. [8], which is the same as that of saturated soil. Therefore, by using the average soil skeleton stress instead of the effective stress of saturated soils, the yield function of unsaturated soils can be obtained as follows:

\[ f = g = q^2 + M^2 (p' - p_0') = 0. \]

(24)

That is, the yield function of unsaturated soils can be written as \( f = f(p', q', p_0') = 0 \). Figure 6 shows the yield curves of saturated and unsaturated soils on the \( p'-q' \) plane. Then, the differential form of \( f \) in (24) can be expressed as

\[ df = \frac{\partial f}{\partial p'} dp' + \frac{\partial f}{\partial p} dp + \frac{\partial f}{\partial p_0} dp_0 + \frac{\partial f}{\partial p_0'} dp_0' = 0. \]

(25)

The associated flow law is adopted in the average soil skeleton stress space as follows:

\[ de_{ij}^v = d\lambda \frac{\partial f}{\partial \sigma_{ij}}. \]

(26)

Substituting (9) into (25) gives

\[ df = \frac{\partial f}{\partial p} dp' + \frac{\partial f}{\partial p'} dp' + \frac{\partial f}{\partial p_0} dp_0 + \frac{\partial f}{\partial p_0'} dp_0' + \frac{\partial f}{\partial \delta} d\delta + \frac{\partial f}{\partial \lambda} d\lambda = 0. \]

(27)

For saturated soil, a similar method to the Cambridge model can be used to obtain the relationship between the isotropic compressive yield stress \( p_0^* \) and the plastic volumetric strain \( \varepsilon_0^p \) of saturated soil. The plastic volumetric strain increment \( de_0^v \) in saturated soils is caused by the isotropic compressive yield stress increment \( dp_0^* \) of saturated soils, and in unsaturated soils it is caused by the isotropic compressive yield stress increment \( dp_0^* \) of unsaturated soils and the suction increment \( ds \). Hence, (5) can be transformed into the following form:

\[ dp_0^* = \frac{1 + e}{\lambda(0 - \kappa)} p_0^* \delta v. \]

(28)

Substituting (26) into (28) gives

\[ dp_0^* = \frac{1 + e}{\lambda(0 - \kappa)} p_0^* \delta v. \]

(29)

Substituting (29) into (27) gives

\[ d\lambda = \frac{\partial f}{\partial p} dp + \frac{\partial f}{\partial p'} dp' + \frac{\partial f}{\partial p_0} dp_0 + \frac{\partial f}{\partial p_0'} dp_0' + \frac{\partial f}{\partial \delta} d\delta + \frac{\partial f}{\partial \lambda} d\lambda = 0. \]

(30)

From (24), the following relationships can be obtained:

\[ \frac{\partial f}{\partial p'} = 2M^2 p' - M^2 p_0', \]

(31)

\[ \frac{\partial f}{\partial p} = 2q', \]

(32)

\[ \frac{\partial f}{\partial p_0} = -M^2 p', \]

(33)

\[ \frac{\partial f}{\partial \sigma_{ij}} = \frac{\delta_i j}{3}, \]

(34)

\[ \frac{\partial q'}{\partial \sigma_{ij}} = \frac{3(\sigma_{ij} - p' \delta_{ij})}{2q'}, \]

(35)

\[ \frac{\partial p_0^*}{\partial \sigma_{ij}} = 0. \]

(36)

Therefore,
\[
\frac{\partial \sigma_{ij}}{\partial \sigma_{ij}} = \frac{\partial f}{\partial p_i} + \frac{\partial f}{\partial \sigma_{ij}} + \frac{\partial f}{\partial \sigma_{ij}} + \frac{\partial f}{\partial \sigma_{ij}} = \delta_{ij} M^2 (2p_i - p_0) + 3\left(\sigma_{ij} - p_i \delta_{ij}\right),
\]

\[
\frac{\partial \sigma_{ij}}{\partial \sigma_{ij}} = \frac{2q_i}{M^2 p_i^3} - \frac{2q_i}{M^2 p_i^3} \frac{\partial p_i}{\partial \sigma_{ij}} + \frac{\partial p_i}{\partial \sigma_{ij}} \frac{\partial \sigma_{ij}}{\partial p_i} = \frac{2q_i}{M^2 p_i^3} \frac{\partial p_i}{\partial \sigma_{ij}} + \frac{\partial p_i}{\partial \sigma_{ij}} \frac{\partial \sigma_{ij}}{\partial p_i},
\]

\[
d\lambda = \frac{1}{M^2 p_i^3} d\sigma_i + \frac{2q_i}{M^2 p_i^3} d\sigma_i + \frac{\partial p_i}{\partial \sigma_{ij}} \frac{\partial \sigma_{ij}}{\partial p_i} ds.
\]

Substituting (37) and (38) into (26), the plastic strain increment form can be written as follows:

\[
de_{ij} = \frac{(2M^2 p_i - M^2 p_0 + 6q_i)}{3M^2 t} \left[ \frac{1}{p_i} d\sigma_i + \frac{2q_i}{M^2 p_i^3} \frac{\partial p_i}{\partial \sigma_{ij}} \frac{\partial \sigma_{ij}}{\partial p_i} ds \right].
\]

where

\[
t = p_0^\prime - \frac{1 + e}{1 - \lambda (0) - \lambda (0)} p_0 = \frac{1 + e}{1 - \lambda (0) - \lambda (0)} \left( p_0^\prime - \frac{1 + e}{p_0^\prime} \right),
\]

\[
\frac{\partial p_0}{\partial s} = \frac{\lambda p_0}{(p_0 + s)^\lambda - \lambda s} \frac{\lambda p_0}{(p_0 + s)^\lambda - \lambda s} \frac{\ln p_0^\prime}{p_0^\prime}.
\]

According to generalized Hook's law, the elastic strain increment can be written as follows:

\[
de_{ij}^e = \frac{1 + \mu}{E} d\sigma_{ij} - \frac{\mu}{E} d\sigma_{kk} \delta_{ij}.
\]

Then,

\[
de_{ij}^e = \frac{3}{E} (1 - 2\mu) d\sigma_i^e.
\]

Assume Poisson's ratio \(\mu = 1/3\); the expression of elastic modulus can be obtained by combining (7)

\[
E = 3(1 - 2\mu) \frac{1 + e}{\lambda} p_i - \frac{1 + e}{\lambda} p_i.
\]

Therefore, in this model, the plastic strain increment caused by an increase in the average soil skeleton stress or a decrease in the suction can be calculated by (39); the elastic strain increment can be calculated by (42), and the increment of degree of saturation can be calculated by (21) and (22). The model is based on the elastoplastic theory; the deformation is divided into elastic strain and plastic strain; the elastic strain is processed in the unloading and reloading curves based on the generalized Hooke's law, and the plastic strain is processed in the original loading curve. The model requires seven basic parameters of soils, i.e., \(\lambda(0), \kappa, \lambda_0, p_0^\prime, M, \lambda_{se}, \) and \(\kappa\). The model can predict the mechanical properties of unsaturated soils under isotropic and triaxial stresses conditions and can reflect the influence of degree of saturation on soil elastoplasticity. However, the stress state of geomaterials is usually in three-dimensional conditions, so it would be very meaningful to generalize the model to the three-dimensional stress state.

2.5. Transform Stress Three-Dimensional Method. Using the SMP criterion-based transform stress method proposed by Yao et al. [25–27], firstly, the stress \(\sigma_{ij}\) in the general stress space is transformed into the stress \(\tilde{\sigma}_{ij}\) in the transformed stress space, so that the yield surface changes from an irregular curved triangle to a Mises circle; then, it transforms the stress space and introduces the transformed stress \(\tilde{\sigma}_{ij}\) into the existing model for calculation to reflect the real and complex three-dimensional stress-strain relationship. As shown in Figure 7, the SMP criterion is a closed convex curve shown by a solid line on the \(\pi\) plane of the general space, and the SMP criterion is a circle indicated by a broken line on the \(\pi\) plane of the transformed stress space; the radius is \(r_0\). Also,

\[
r_0^\prime = \sqrt{\frac{2}{3}} q_i^\prime = \sqrt{\frac{2}{3}} \frac{1}{\sqrt{3}} \left( I_1' - I_2' / (I_1' - 9I_3') \right),
\]

\[
q_i^\prime = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} r_0^\prime = \sqrt{\frac{2}{3}} \left( I_1' - I_2' / (I_1' - 9I_3') \right),
\]

where

\[
\begin{cases}
I_1' = \sigma_{ij}^2 + \sigma_{ij}^2 + \sigma_{ij}^2, \\
I_2' = \sigma_{ij}^2 + \sigma_{ij}^2 + \sigma_{ij}^2, \\
I_3' = \sigma_{ij}^2 + \sigma_{ij}^2.
\end{cases}
\]

As shown in Figure 7, assuming that the stress \(\sigma_{ij}^\prime\) space coordinate axis is coaxial with the stress \(\tilde{\sigma}_{ij}\) space coordinate axis on the \(\pi\) plane, the point \(A(p, \tilde{p}, \tilde{q})\) and the point \(A'(p', q', \theta')\) satisfy the following relationship:

\[
\tilde{p} = p', \\
\tilde{q} = q', \\
\tilde{\theta} = \theta.
\]

The transformed stress tensor is obtained from equation (46):

\[
\tilde{\sigma}_{ij} = p' \delta_{ij} + q' \left( \sigma_{ij} - p' \delta_{ij} \right).
\]

In the transformed stress space, the yield function of unsaturated soils can be written as follows:

\[
\tilde{f} = \tilde{q} + M^2 \tilde{p} (\tilde{p} - \tilde{p}_0) = 0,
\]

\[
de_{ij} = d\tilde{\sigma}_{ij} / \tilde{\sigma}_{ij}.
\]
condition of no stress, the initial suction $s_0 = 170$ kPa of the sample was measured by the axis translation technology, and then the sample was stage-loaded to 300 kPa; the applied load of each stage was 25 kPa; then it was unloaded and rebounded to 50 kPa and then subjected to a shear test of equal $p$ ($p = 400$ kPa) and equal $b$ value ($b = 0$, 0.15, 0.5, 0.7, and 1). The shear rate of the shear test is 0.005 mm/min, and the test ends when the axial strain reaches 12%. During the whole test process, the test is controlled to exhaust without drainage; that is, the applied air pressure remains unchanged, the pore water pressure is tested, and the change in suction of the sample is tested using the axis translation technology. The compression stability criterion is that the external volume change of the sample is less than 0.003 cm$^3$/h and the pore water pressure change is less than 0.5 kPa/h. According to the test results, the model parameter values were obtained as follows: $\lambda(0) = 0.106, \lambda_s = 0.109, \kappa = 0.007, M = 0.988, p_c = 60$ kPa, $\lambda_{sr} = 0.087$, and $\kappa_s = 0.0116$. The determination methods of the model parameters are as follows [8]: (1) $\lambda(0)$ and $\lambda(s)$ are determined by the slope of the normal compression curve of $v$-$\ln p'$ for saturated and unsaturated soils, respectively, and $\lambda_s$ is determined by equation (8). (2) $\kappa$ is determined by the slope of the unloading curve of $v$-$\ln p'$ for unsaturated soils. (3) $M$ is determined by the slope of the critical state line of $p'$-$q'$ plane. (4) According to the saturated soil drying test and dry soil humidification test, the relationship between the matric suction and the degree of saturation can be measured to determine $\lambda_s$ and $\kappa_s$. (5) $p_c$ is isotropic stress that does not make wetting deformation when suction is reduced and which is determined by the relevant relational equations on the $v$-$\ln p'$ plane. The obtained test data (O marks) and predictions (solid curves) are shown in Figure 8. For the convenience of drawing, the volumetric strain is increased by one unit in the diagram, so the actual volumetric strain should decrease one unit. It can be seen from Figures 8(a)–8(e) that, in the equal $b$ and equal $p$ tests, as the $b$ value increases, (i) the net large principal stress increases and the large principal stress direction strain $\varepsilon_1$ is in the shearing contraction state. (ii) The net intermediate principal stress changes from a decreasing state to an increasing state, and the intermediate principal stress direction strain $\varepsilon_2$ gradually develops from dilatancy to shearing contraction. (iii) The net small principal stress is always in a reduced state, so the small principal stress direction strain $\varepsilon_3$ is always in the dilating state, and the volumetric strain $\varepsilon_v$ changes from dilatancy to shearing contraction. Figure 8(f) shows the variation curve of the degree of saturation in the isotropic net stress compression tests. It can be seen from Figure 8(f) that the degree of saturation increases with an increase in net mean stress. Figure 8(g) shows the variation curves of the degree of saturation during shearing at different $b$-values. It can be seen from Figure 8(g) that the degree of saturation of soils increases with the development of shear deformation under different $b$-values; the principal stress ratio increases as the $b$ value increases, and as the principal stress ratio increases, the difference in degree of saturation at different $b$-value becomes larger. The comparisons demonstrate that the

\[ \frac{d\sigma_{ij}}{dt} = \frac{(2M^2 + M^2 - M_0 + 6q)}{3M^2} \left[ \frac{1}{p'} \frac{d\bar{p}}{d\bar{q}} + \frac{2q}{M^2} \frac{d\bar{q}}{d\bar{q}} \right] \]

where

\[ \bar{r} = \frac{\lambda_0}{\lambda - \lambda_0} \left( \frac{\lambda(0) - \lambda_s}{\lambda(0) - \lambda} \right) \]

The incremental form of plastic strain can be written as follows:

\[ \varepsilon_1 \approx \frac{1}{\lambda_0} \frac{\lambda_0}{\lambda - \lambda_0} \left( \frac{\lambda(0) - \lambda_s}{\lambda(0) - \lambda} \right) \frac{\lambda_0}{\lambda} \]

2.6. Experimental Validation. A modified unsaturated true triaxial apparatus was used to conduct a series of controlling net average stress and intermediate principal stress parameter tests under measuring suction conditions to verify the applicability of the developed model. The loess was taken from Xi'an, Shaanxi, China. High-quality intact block samples (25 cm × 25 cm × 30 cm in size) were collected at a depth of 8 m from an excavated pit. The in situ gravimetric water content of the intact loess is 15.6%, the dry density is 1.35 g/cm$^3$, and the specific gravity is 2.7. The initial void ratio is 1.007. The plastic limit and liquid limit are 20.91% and 31.67%, respectively. The clay (<0.002 mm) and silt (0.002–0.063 mm) fractions of the test loess are 28.2% and 72.1%. According to ASTM (2006) D2487, the test loess is classified as clay of low plasticity. The preparation of an intact specimen involved first cutting a small soil block of specified size (7 cm × 7 cm × 14 cm) from the block sample. The test is a constant water content test, which consists of measuring the initial suction, isotropic net stress compression test, and shear test of equal $b$ value. First, under the

\[ \varepsilon_2 = \frac{1}{\lambda_0} \frac{\lambda_0}{\lambda - \lambda_0} \left( \frac{\lambda(0) - \lambda_s}{\lambda(0) - \lambda} \right) \frac{\lambda_0}{\lambda} \]
Figure 8: Continued.
established model can reasonably reflect the strength properties and the degree of saturation of unsaturated soils under true triaxial conditions.

(Note: $\varepsilon_1$ is the large principal stress direction strain; $\varepsilon_2$ is the intermediate principal stress direction strain; $\varepsilon_3$ is the small principal stress direction strain; $\varepsilon_v$ is the volumetric strain; $(\sigma_1/\sigma_3)$ is the ratio of net large principal stress to net minor principal stress.)

When the isotropic net stress is equal to 300 kPa, Figure 9(a) shows the changes in suction during isotropic compression. It can be seen from Figure 9(a) that, under the effect of isotropic net compressive stress, the suction decreases with time, and the suction basically reaches a stable state after 20 hours. This is because, under the condition of constant water content, the water content remains unchanged, the soil volume shrinks under the effect of isotropic net compressive stress, the porosity ratio decreases, the saturation increases, and the suction decreases accordingly. Figure 9(b) shows the changes in suction during shearing at different $b$ values. It can be seen from Figure 9(b) that, in the equal $b$ and equal $p$ tests, (i) the $s-\varepsilon_s$ relationship curves all show a slight decrease or remain the same and then show a rapid increase. It is shown that the suction of the soil at the beginning of shearing is slightly reduced or unchanged compared with that after the isotropic consolidation is completed. Then, the suction increases faster during the shearing process. (ii) As the $b$ value increases, the $s-\varepsilon_s$ relationship curve shows an upward trend; that is, when the...
value of $\varepsilon_s$ is constant, the suction increases with an increase in $b$ value, indicating that the intermediate principal stress has a certain effect on the suction of intact loess. (iii) When $b$ value is large, the ascending section of suction increases faster.

3. Conclusions

A new constitutive model for unsaturated soils using the degree of saturation and effective stress is proposed in this paper. Applying the modified Cambridge model as a generalization, the degree of saturation is introduced into the elastoplastic model of unsaturated soil. Under the condition of ensuring that the model parameters are unchanged, the model is transformed into three dimensions based on the SMP criterion transformation stress method. The soil-water characteristic curves of unsaturated intact loess under unstressed, isotropic compression and shear conditions were measured by a series of isotropic consolidation and shear tests under undrained conditions using unsaturated true triaxial tests. Enhanced modified van Genuchten model under true triaxial conditions is also proposed in this paper to describe hydromechanical behaviours of unsaturated soils. The proposed constitutive model can capture the observed mechanical and hydraulic behaviours. Then, the capacity of the proposed model was verified via equal $p$ and equal $b$ value true triaxial tests conducted by the authors.
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